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Abstract 
 
The following report documents the internship performed by Michael Indest, Jr. at the 
Metropolitan Opera Guild in New York City.  Since 1935, the Metropolitan Opera Guild 
has supported the Metropolitan Opera Association as a separate nonprofit organization in 
order to ensure the continuing survival of this esteemed opera company. The Guild 
operates from its office buildings in the Rose Building at 70 Lincoln Center Plaza, in 
New York City.   
During his time at the Rose Building, Mr. Indest worked closely with the 
Development and Education Departments, and was responsible for writing instructional 
study guides and grant appropriate materials for those departments.  This report 
catalogues the duties performed by Mr. Indest and the scope of his contribution.  It 
discusses issues encountered during that process, and also provides a SWOT analysis of 
the organization.  The report examines the best practices performed by similar 
organizations and provides practical recommendations to foster increased effectiveness 
within the Guild.  Finally, the report discusses Mr. Indest’s contributions as an intern and 
their short and long-term effects.  It should also be noted that Mr. Indest’s experience was 
solely with the Guild, and the statements and analysis included in this report do not in 
any way reflect the practices of the Metropolitan Opera Association. 
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Introduction 
 
My professional experience with the Metropolitan Opera Guild began in January of 2008, 
when I responded to an email request for summer interns.  I called the telephone number 
provided and spoke with Ms. Dottie Allen, Internship Coordinator for the Guild.  At the Guild, 
interns worked closely with the Education Department to create educational literature for its 
various school programs.  Also, the interns would help develop new programs, improve existing 
ones, and explore creative possibilities to help further the goals of the Education Department.  
We scheduled an interview for early the next week, and I began to research the organization’s 
purpose and its relationship with the Metropolitan Opera Association.  
During the interview, I expressed my desire for an internship program which would allow me 
opportunities to explore as many dimensions of a large arts organization as possible, and we 
discussed how my interest in and expertise with technology could help meet some technical 
needs of the guild during the upcoming summer.  Several days later I was offered a position as 
an intern during the 2008 summer term, affirming their belief that my creative abilities and my 
skill creating narratives would greatly help them in their process of writing study guides and 
other materials for their education department.  Also, my technical skills would assist in creating 
podcasts and updating and maintaining some of the web sites.  Since this was a new position it 
would require continuous monitoring to ensure that the intern position itself was meeting the 
needs of the Education and Development Departments. 
My work experience with the Guild was primarily with the Education and Development 
Departments.  Although I may briefly discuss their Publication Department, due to its minor role 
in my internship, that department will not be a large part of my SWOT analysis of the Guild and 
my recommendations.  I also will discuss some of the challenges that I experienced while 
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performing my job functions and I will analyze the strengths and weakness of both the internship 
program and the organization as a whole.   
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Chapter 1 
The Metropolitan Opera Guild 
 
About the Guild 
 
The Metropolitan Opera Guild (the Guild) is a 501 (c)(3) Public Charity organization, which 
supports and promotes all aspects of opera in general and the Metropolitan Opera Association 
(the Met) of New York in particular. The primary function of the Guild is to seek funds from 
both contributions and grants, which are used for both unrestricted operating expenses and 
special projects of the Metropolitan Opera. 
 
Mission 
 
“The mission of the Metropolitan Opera Guild is to promote greater interest in opera, 
broaden the base of support for the Metropolitan Opera and develop future audiences by reaching 
out to a wide public and serving as an educational resource that provides programs, publications, 
materials and services to schools, families, individuals, and community groups nationwide.”1 
 
History 
 
As a result of the Great Depression, in 1935 the Metropolitan Opera was in dire financial 
straits and about to close its doors. Largely due to the efforts of Mrs. Eleanor Robson Belmont, 
the first woman to be named to the board of the Metropolitan Opera Association,  the Met did 
not continue down its path to bankruptcy.  Mrs. Belmont proposed to fellow members of the 
board that the formation of a “guild” of opera-minded men and woman would be necessary to 
help support America’s national opera company and help ensure its survival.   
                                                 
1 www.metioperafamily.org/guild 
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During the first year of its existence, the guild gained 2,239 members, and from their gifts 
and membership dues they were able to assist the Metropolitan Opera financially.  In 1936, the 
Metropolitan Opera Guild was able to donate $5,000 to the Met for the purchase of a new 
cyclorama, which was first demonstrated to an audience of Guild members.  Mrs. Belmont’s 
central concept for the guild was a focus on education for individuals of all ages, but particularly 
children.  Mrs. Belmont felt that exposing children to opera at an early age would help ensure a 
future audience, and she arranged for school children to attend special performances in the opera 
house.  She also helped create programs that allowed guild members to attend rehearsals, 
lectures, and special luncheons where they could be exposed to a more intimate view of the Met 
and its artists. 
As the Guild’s programs began to rapidly expand, Mrs. Belmont needed an effective way to 
inform her members of these special activities, Met performances, and radio broadcasts. To this 
end, in 1936 she began publishing OPERA NEWS, now the most widely read and respected 
opera magazine in the world today.   
As the Met has grown, so has the Guild, which has served as a model for similar arts-support 
organizations around the world. Its programs have extended into the areas of travel, book and 
CD publishing, and merchandise sales.  During the past seventy-three years, the Guild has 
continuously expanded in order to pursue its original mission to inform opera audiences (both 
existing and potential), while creating further appreciation for the art form. 
 
Management 
The Metropolitan Opera Guild is managed by its 45-person Board of Directors, currently 
presided over by Chairman Winthrop Rutherfurd, Jr.  However, the daily operations and 
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management of the organization is performed by the Managing Director, David A. Dik.  Mr. Dik 
works closely with the Board and the employees of the Guild in order not only to ensure that the 
Guild follows its mission, but also to provide daily leadership and oversight to the staff. In the 
Board meetings the Guild leadership sets the direction for the organization, determines which 
programs need maintaining, updating, or removing, and addresses any concerns of the members 
regarding fiscal matters and fiduciary responsibilities. 
 
Winthrop Rutherfurd, Jr. 
Mr. Rutherfurd has been practicing law with a specialty in trusts and estates for over thirty-
five years.  At the New York law firm of White & Case he has advised individuals and families 
in all aspects of estate planning, charitable giving, tax-motivated transfers of property, and the 
taxation of estates and trusts.  He also advises numerous charitable organizations and trusts, and 
has extensive experience in audit and appellate proceedings with both state and federal taxing 
authorities.   
Rutherfurd has acted as an advisor to the trust and private clients departments of financial 
institutions such as Bankers Trust Company, Chemical Bank, and Deutsche Bank.  Through his 
practice, he has had extensive involvement in contested proceedings involving the administration 
of complex estates and trusts. Mr. Rutherfurd is a director of the Bessemer Trust Company, 
Butler Capital Corporation, and serves on the Boards of The Fresh Air Fund, The Metropolitan 
Opera Guild, and other private foundations.  He has also served on numerous bar association 
committees and was listed among both “The Best Trusts and Estates Lawyers in the U.S.,” by 
Town and Country and “The Best Lawyers in New York” by New York Magazine. 
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David A. Dik 
 Mr. Dik’s varied career ranges from private school choir teacher, to festival choral instructor, 
to Managing Director of the Metropolitan Opera Guild.  His previous post as the Director of 
Education for the Metropolitan Opera Guild provided him with the management and fundraising 
experience to assume the chief administrative office of the Guild.  In addition to guiding the 
direction of Education Department programming, he has contributed to the arts-in-education 
field through his research published by organizations such as the NYC Arts in Education 
Roundtable and the New York State Council for the Arts.  As Managing Director, he has made it 
a policy to ensure that each and every activity performed by the Guild serves the mission of the 
organization through the most efficient and appropriate means. 
 
Programs 
The Guild’s Education Department is the primary source of programming, operating a 
network of music and arts education programs for over 1,200 schools and communities 
worldwide.  Their diverse programming is the result of many years of arts-in-education 
development, which currently includes the following programs:  
• Met School Membership (MSM): This program provides students and teachers with tools 
to understand and appreciate opera at the Met.  Schools in this program are also provided 
with 15 tickets to an evening performance, 25 to a Met rehearsal, or 44 to a final dress 
rehearsal.  Member schools receive study materials about the opera and production to 
help prepare the students for their opera-going experience. 
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• Met Stages:  Where MSM is focused on learning to appreciate opera as a whole, Met 
stages brings students inside the artistic and technical processes through attending a 
director’s rehearsal for new Met productions.  After the rehearsals, the student 
participants learn more about the production process through talk-back sessions with 
production team members.  Met Stages participants are also entitled to a Backstage Tour 
of the Metropolitan Opera House as part of their participation. 
• Research and Professional Development Opera Institute:  The Research and Professional 
Development Opera Institute (or, Opera Institute) is a course of study the Guild helps 
teachers design in order to integrate comprehensive opera education plans within their 
classrooms.  The flexible approach by the Opera Institute enables a variety of diverse 
schools to sustain and perpetuate the arts as a valuable tool that helps meet the  
developmental needs of the students . 
• In-Class Arts Partnerships:  This program is focused on the collaboration between 
teaching artists and in-class teachers in order to encourage students to explore the arts 
through words, musical sounds and visual design elements.  Through such partnerships, 
the teachers establish goals for their work and develop creative teaching strategies within 
their classrooms.  This program meets its goals through storytelling (and story-creating) 
practices.  Students and partnering teachers create a story, write a script, lyrics, melodies, 
music, as well as visual design elements to help enhance their story.  Through that 
process, students develop greater competency in expressing themselves while gaining 
confidence through theater games and musical composition. 
• Urban Voices: A Choral Music Initiative: Urban Voices introduces choral music singing 
to students K-12.  One day a week (minimum), a guild-trained choral artist partners with 
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classroom or music teachers and introduces proper singing techniques, which includes 
correct use of breath, diction, and vocal placement.  Teaching artists introduce a varied 
repertoire from different cultures, genres, and time periods, while developing students’ 
comprehension of both lyrics and musical notation. 
• Professional Development Workshops: In order to help classroom and arts teachers better 
integrate arts into classroom and school development, the professional development 
workshops immerse participants in intense full or half-day sessions.  In these sessions 
educators are taught instructional strategies while developing their artistic and 
pedagogical skills.   
• Empire State Partnership Office of Partnership Support and Research (ESP): The Empire 
State Partnership Office is a program of the New York State Council on the Arts 
(NYSCA), and is designed to raise standards for students while integrating and 
reinstating the arts into classrooms throughout New York State.  The ESP program 
supports over 80 school-wide arts-education partnerships between cultural organizations 
and schools to help identify and develop arts-education practices while focusing on high 
achievements of the State Learning Standards.  ESP seeks to greatly contribute to 
improvements in the teaching and learning of arts-in-education practices. 
• Creating Original Opera Partnership (COO): To emphasize the effectiveness and value in 
creating original operatic works by and for young people, students in COO member 
schools form a production company and write, compose, design, build, direct, perform, 
and crew an original work of opera or musical theater.  The Guild also supplies schools 
with appropriate make-up, documentation materials and supplies for building lights and 
scenery.  The COO Partnership program is available to New York City Metropolitan area 
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schools grades K-12 for classroom and/or arts teachers who have completed the COO 
Professional Development Program. 
• Creating Original Opera Professional Development Program (COO PDP): In order to 
train educators in the skills necessary to properly administer the student COO program, 
COO PDP provides instruction on all aspects of the production process.  COO PDP 
teaches important aspects of auditions, writing, music composition, vocal production, 
blocking, acting, costume and make-up design, lighting and set design, public relations, 
documentation, and company management.  COO PDP is a week-long, full-day program 
presented in the New York City area that additionally allows for new teacher credit and 3 
graduate level credits through Brooklyn College. 
• Backstage Tours of the Metropolitan Opera House: While the Met is in season, Backstage 
Tours are provided to the general public (with discounts for students and Guild members) 
to enhance their appreciation of the production process.  Participants are taken behind-
the-scenes to explore dressing rooms, backstage shops, the auditorium and stage 
complex, as well as the state-of-the-art rehearsal space three stories underground. 
• Score Desk Tickets: The Score Desk Ticket Program provides music students with the 
opportunity to enjoy an affordable evening opera while honing their music theory skills.  
Score desk seats are located in the Family Circle Boxes of the Metropolitan Opera House, 
and while offering no view of the stage, the acoustics of the space and ability to check out 
and follow the musical score allow for deep appreciation of the art form. 
• The Metropolitan Opera Guild Lecture Series: open to Guild members, students, and 
community participants, the Guild Lecture Series offers an in-depth look at the current 
Met season through master classes, lectures, interviews, and panel discussions.  The 
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events offered allow individuals to meet Met performers, conductors, directors, and 
designers while learning about the musical and historical background of an opera from 
music scholars, coaches, and clinicians.   
• Metropolitan Opera Guild Internship Program. The Guild Internship Program allows 
future arts professionals to gain training and professional experience in Arts Education 
and Arts Administration.  Guild Interns work closely with program and departmental 
managers to help administrate every aspect of their respected educational programs in the 
Summer, Fall, or Spring each year. 
• The Metropolitan Opera International Radio Broadcast Information Center. Through the 
use of internet technology, the Guild maintains the website www.operainfo.org.  In this 
way, the Guild provides the public with study guides and information about current and 
past-season productions.  Additionally, the Opera Info site provides a schedule for all 
Metropolitan Opera Saturday matinee broadcasts, the longest-running continuous 
classical programming in radio history, now in its 78th broadcasting season. 
• Opera Explorers. This, the newest educational program, is formatted to introduce children 
age 5-12, along with family members, to opera.  Opera Explorers combines music and 
historical background with physical and vocal activities in order to help children 
understand how the power of music, acting, and design help tell stories.  
 
Publications 
OPERA NEWS is a monthly magazine published by the Guild and reports on opera around 
the world.  The world-renowned magazine, with a circulation of over 100,000, regularly reviews 
commercial recordings and live performances while profiling artists and publishing articles by 
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writers in the music world.  During the Saturday afternoon broadcast season, the magazine also 
includes guides to all broadcasts from the Met.  As a membership benefit, OPERA NEWS is 
distributed directly to Guild supports; over 60,000 additional copies are distributed to individual 
subscribers and sold on newsstands.  OPERA NEWS maintains an active website linked to 
prominent monthly articles and calendars, and also produces the Metropolitan Opera’s annual 
Season Book. 
 
Goals and Accomplishments 
For the fiscal year 2008, the Metropolitan Opera Guild publicly enumerated three objectives: 
1. To extend their arts-education programs to more classrooms and more schools. 
2. To build a new Opera Learning Center on their premises and to use it to host lectures, 
seminars, family events, and other meetings, as a means of finding new ways to serve 
their constituents. 
3. To ensure that the Guild’s web sites provide a rich and usable resource for our 
constituents. 
In their year-end report 2007, the Guild listed three accomplishments: 
1. The Guild remains a leader and innovator in arts education, continually reassessing and 
improving its programs and services to teachers and students.  In the past year the Guild 
brought 12,000 students to performances at the Metropolitan Opera House; served as a 
provider of resources for in-class, sequential, standards-based arts instruction in public 
schools in New York and New Jersey; brought choral singing to over 2,400 lower-income 
New York City public-school students; and broadened the scope of its lectures, public 
interviews, and masters classes. 
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2. More than 5,000 adults attend public programs in the form of special events that celebrate 
the operatic art form.  These events included the third annual OPERA NEWS Awards; 
Met Legends: Marilyn Horne, a tribute to the great mezzo soprano; Grandissimo, a sold-
out tribute to the late Luciano Pavarotti; and the Guild’s annual luncheon, which this year 
honored Franco Zeffirelli. 
 
Finances 
According to public records archived in the National Center for Charitable Statistics (NCCS), 
a program of the Center on Nonprofits and Philanthropy at the Urban Institute2, the Guild 
possesses assets over 31.5 million dollars, and has an operating budget of 14.5-15.5 million 
dollars (which has fluctuated considerably each year since 2001).  NCCS works closely with the 
IRS and other government agencies to maintain its national, state, and regional database and 
conforms to standardized digital recording. 
                                                 
2 Specifically the IRS form 990 from Fiscal Year 2006. 
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The Metropolitan Opera Guild’s Balance Sheet, Revenue and Expense Data, and Form 990 
provide with great detail about its current financial health: 
Illustration 1-1 Revenues and Expenses: Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2006 
 
 
Illustration 1-2 Balance Sheet: Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 2006 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 As of 2006, The Metropolitan Opera Guild’s most recent public financial records show 
expenses of $14,517,899 with revenue of $13,671,346 - a loss of $846,553 for the fiscal year.  
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Such a large net loss may normally be a problem when the amount represents nearly 6% of an 
organization’s yearly operating budget.  With over 23 million dollars in Investments and 
Securities along with other liquid assets (many of which are highly liquid assets according to 
Form 990), the Metropolitan Opera Guild is financially healthy despite its loss, and could even 
operate at a loss for many years.  The Guild’s financial strength seems to be due to its diverse 
stock portfolio, active grant-seeking and high volume of membership support.3 
                                                 
3 IRS Form 990: Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax, The Metropolitan Opera Guild, Inc., 2005: Line 
8 (c) supplemental. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Internship Description and Responsibilities 
 After a series of interviews, I was invited to be the Communications Intern, a new internship 
position created solely for me and customized to my skills and interests.   It was intended that I 
work closely with Jesse Cohen, Communications and Development Director, and Dottie Allen, 
the School and Community Programs Associate.  Duties specific to my position included 
managing and maintaining the Opera Info website, assisting with Guild newsletter creation, 
monitoring a development calendar, and creating podcast/online programming for the 2008-2009 
season.  Ms. Dottie Allen, who was also the Internship Coordinator, was seeking to make the 
internship program more pedagogical in its scope, by developing this more flexible approach to 
defining internship duties.  At the outset, all education department interns were expected to 
complete or contribute to the following tasks:  
• Be assigned a responsibility for the Opera Institute 
• Contribute to one article for MSM resource materials in the 2008-2009 season 
• Coordinate a weekly lunchtime session, and prepare questions ahead of time for guest 
lecturers, presenters, or panelists. 
• Contribute to planning and coordination of any intern presentations. 
• Assist other interns with writing tasks as available. 
• Contribute to weekly breakfast sessions. 
• Complete a written and in-person mid-term evaluation with supervisor. 
• Complete a written and in person evaluation with Internship Coordinator. 
• Attend and evaluate available Education department programs such as Urban Voices. 
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• Assist in the execution of the volunteer appreciation luncheon. 
• Provide feedback on Internship Program practices, development, and structure. 
 
Orientation 
The first week of the internship program was dedicated to orientation and team-building 
sessions, in addition to group and individual scheduling of tasks for each summer intern.  We 
were provided tours of the Rose Building Office and the Lincoln Center buildings, with the 
exception of the Metropolitan Opera House itself.  Interns also were introduced to all staff 
members and given an overview of work and performance expectations.   
One of the practices that Intern Coordinator Dottie Allen wanted to change was the 
longstanding practice of overworking summer interns, who were typically required to work an 
unreasonable number of hours.  In order to prevent that from continuing, a limited office-hour 
policy was put in place. Interns were to work only between the hours of 10:00am and 5:00pm, 
Monday through Friday.  In addition to explaining this new policy, the orientation session 
included an introduction to their internal email system, computer support available, and other 
office policies.   
The team-building exercises experienced by the interns during the first week were largely an 
exploration of business, communication, and conflict management practices.  A significant 
amount of time was also devoted to the administration of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
(MBTI) assessment for interns. Dottie Allen, and Adult and Community Programs Manager 
Laura Day conducted the assessment, and also took it themselves.  In order to quickly get a 
snapshot of the personalities of fellow interns and officemates, the assessment was administered 
and analyzed to determine the best methods of communication and motivation for individuals 
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within the group.  Finally, scheduling of tasks for the entire summer took place, including study 
guide article writing, lunch session planning, and individual department obligations.  In addition 
to my normal tasks, I chose to focus on educational writing, committing to the authorship of 13 
individual pieces. 
 
Development Department Responsibilities 
National Endowment of the Arts: Learning in the Arts for Children and Youth Grant 
The main project I contributed to for the Development Director, Jesse Cohen, was the NEA 
Learning in the Arts for Children and Youth Grant.  The goal of the grant-writing process was to 
secure over $40,000 to support the Opera Institute4 Program.  While Mr. Cohen primarily 
focused on documenting financial data and government forms, I was given the task of working 
on the Supplementary Organization Activities submission for the grant.    
This assignment had two aspects. First, I was to find financial and attendance records for 
similar Education Department programs along with the biographies of those program managers. 
Second, I was to find additional materials which were products of the teacher training.  I 
accomplished the first task by examining and dissecting previous NEA-submitted financial data 
and through writing new biographical information based the curriculum vitae and resumes 
provided by the program managers.   Finding derivative materials was more difficult. The Opera 
Institute program was a teacher training workshop, so I had to search for materials that were a 
product of post-workshop classroom activities.  Thankfully we had hundreds of pages of 
submissions of student materials that I was able to select from, and after a period of research was 
able to choose several relevant pieces.   
                                                 
4 The Opera Institute had received in excess of $40,000 each year, with exception of Fiscal Year 2007.  Since 
funding was not received for the previous year, the 2008 application received special attention from all Education 
Department staff members. 
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The most important supplementary material was a video record of Opera Institute practices 
within the classroom.  Another intern and I reviewed over 20 hours of classroom material, which 
I then digitized using a Microsoft Windows-based video editor5.  I then provided Mr. Cohen with 
eight 3-minute long (the maximum length of a video submission) selections, of which he chose 
the one which best reflected Opera Institute classroom practices.  The last part of the NEA Grant 
process involved several meetings with Barbara Lynne Jamison, Curriculum and Artist 
Development Program Director, Mr. Jesse Cohen, and me.  In these meetings we explored 
contemporary grant-writing and arts-learning educational language so that the grant 
appropriately reflected the tone and purpose of up-to-date arts-in-education learning principles6.   
 
Additional Development Department Responsibilities 
 In addition to the NEA Grant proposal process, I worked primarily on two projects for the 
Development Department.  The first was to engage in prospect research in order to discover 
additional sources of funding for the department.  I proceeded to research hundreds of 
organizations through foundationcenter.org, a database which provided detailed information on 
charitable/donor organizations which included organizational makeup, assets, funding priorities, 
management staff, and funding histories.  Originally Mr. Cohen had hoped to find funding for 
technology programs and supplies, but after finding that few Foundation Center organizations 
listed that as a funding priority I compiled a list of organizations that supported general operating 
expenditures and special projects.    
                                                 
5 I used Microsoft’s Windows Movie Maker, which did not appropriately serve the needs of the department.  This 
program required a large quantity of hours – this deficiency is addressed later in this report. 
6 For example, careful attention is paid to whether an activity is said to support the curriculum, or whether it is 
“multiple-disciplinary.”  
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In addition to finding appropriate financial support for technology, Mr. Cohen (who was hired in 
February of 2008), sought to make it easier to find and track funding information from past 
Guild contributors.  As the Guild did not have any database program to serve this function , and 
had no funding available to purchase one, we created a simple tracking method using Microsoft 
Excel*7.  The Excel records contained the organization, its contact information, its financial 
contribution for each year from 1980-2008, and the fiscal year that the Guild received said 
contribution.  In all, I computerized the giving histories of twenty organizations including 
foundations, private corporations, and government grant-giving organizations.  With the 
financial data on the Guild network, anyone with appropriate permission could look at all donor 
histories.  That system made financial data easy to find so employees would no longer have to go 
through numerous files from the past twenty-eight years. 
 
Education Department Responsibilities 
Met School Membership and Met Stages Study Guides 
 The primary focus of intern work for the Education Department was the writing of study 
guides for two large school programs, the Met School Membership Program (MSM) and the Met 
Stages Program.  For operas included in MSM, the educational focus of the study guides was 
placed on how a student’s understanding of storytelling and musical concepts contribute to 
multiple-disciplinary in-class learning.  MSM study guides, in addition to providing all reference 
material on the opera, also included numerous in-class activities that reinforce various learning 
principles from Math and English to History.  Met Stages study guides, on the other hand, while 
                                                 
7 Microsoft Excel is a computer program which consists of a proprietary spreadsheet-application which features 
calculation, graphing tools, pivot tables and a macro programming language called VBA (Visual Basic for 
Applications). It is overwhelmingly the dominant spreadsheet application available for Microsoft Windows and 
MAC OS X and has been so since version 5 in 1993. 
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providing the same basic information for selected operas, focus on production techniques, 
practices, and concepts that have a practical stage application.  All study guide materials that I 
wrote were narrative or informational articles for use in either a MSM or a Met Stages study 
guide. 
 The first articles I worked on were for the opera La Damnation de Faust by Hector Berlioz, 
which is usually performed in concert.  For the Met, renowned director Robert Lepage was 
staging the work with heavy use of projections.  For the Damnation study guide, I provided a 
cast and crew biographical article, and an article on “The Making of Damnation.”  While the bio 
article was easy to compile, the “Making of” article required a considerable amount of work, 
including research and international correspondence.   
I began with research on the development of the Faust story, with a focus on its 
developmental progression from Goethe’s masterwork8.  I then researched the development of 
Berlioz’s work, from an eight scene score for concert performances, to a “Dramatic Legend”9.  I 
further explored the performance history of the work with the hope of discussing in the article 
why the piece was staged so infrequently.  Finally, I examined Lepage’s staging practices 
(specifically the use of projections and videography) through articles and commentary on 
previous works, including his previous interpretation of Damnation in Matsumoto, Japan (1999), 
and the Opera Bastille, Paris (2001).  After conducting the research and writing the article, I 
initiated communication with Lepage’s Canadian production company, Ex Machina, in order to 
secure copyright permissions for production photographs.  By including contemporary 
                                                 
8 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe's Faust is a tragic play published in two parts as a closet drama - it is meant to be 
read rather than performed. While not the “original” story of Doctor Faustus and the devil, it is considered by many 
to be Goethe’s greatest work.  Goethe’s Faust is especially important due to its great influence of the German 
language. 
9 Berlioz’s La Damnation de Faust was first published in 1828 as “Huit Scenes de Faust” (Eight Scenes of Faust). 
The more complete work now performed was published in 1845 as a “Légende-Dramatique” (Dramatic Legend). 
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production photographs, student readers could see distinct examples of stage projection and how 
they would potentially be used in Lepage’s staging for the Met. 
After the initial draft was written, I submitted it to fellow intern Melanie Gudesblatt, who 
was responsible for format editing before sending it to Allison Kieckhefer, School Programs 
Manager.  With the first edit complete, I met with Ms. Kieckhefer to discuss tone, age 
appropriateness, and conformity with internal study guide standards.  The above process 
(deciding direction, research, compilation, communication, writing, and editing) was performed 
for 13 individual articles.  While each study guide I worked on was slightly different in tone 
(primarily due to their differences in theme and content), I followed the above form for the 
following additional study guides: 
• Dr. Atomic: Biographies of Cast and Crew. 
• Rigoletto: Story of the Composer, Story of the Librettist, Story of the Opera, Timeline of 
the Opera. 
• Rusalka: Story of the Composer, Story of the Librettist, Timeline of the Opera. 
• Il Trovatore: Story of the Librettist, Story of the Opera, Timeline of the Opera. 
 
Opera Info.org 
 The last main responsibility during my internship was with the Education Department-
maintained website, www.operainfo.org.  The purpose of the website is to provide a complete 
schedule of Met matinee broadcasts for the upcoming season, a cast breakdown, and reference 
materials for each broadcast opera.  With the season booklet recently published and the broadcast 
dates scheduled, the Metropolitan Opera Guild was able to update its website – a necessity as the 
2008-2009 season rapidly approached.  My task was to place on the website: 
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• Each individual opera linked to its stock reference materials. 
• Broadcast date and time. 
• Current conductor and cast list. 
• Appropriate photography. 
Using a very simple web-based program, I first made sure that every performer and guest 
conductor was listed in the website database.  This is a crucial first step as individuals could not 
simply be inserted into the website, but rather had to be selected from the database list for each 
field.  If an individual is not entered correctly, they cannot be listed on the website, nor can their 
headshots be displayed, as the field-based design of the website requires total accuracy.  Images 
are therefore linked to field-inserted names and cannot be individually selected to accompany 
non-linked fields.  For instance, if there are somehow two entries for John Doe (such as John 
Doe and Doe, John), and the performers headshot is linked to “Doe, John”, then it would not be 
displayed if the name selected in the performer field was “John Doe.”  Several performers had 
this problem as a previous site administrator had erroneously double-entered individuals. 
After correcting double entries and misspellings, I spoke with Brent Ness, the Public 
Relations Representative for the Metropolitan Opera Association.  He provided me with access 
to the Met’s internal image database and worked with me to find any missing photographic 
images that were required for the website.  Using a personal copy of Adobe Photoshop10, I edited 
the images for size, color, and quality; I then used an FTP11 program to send the edited images to 
the operainfo.org database so that they could be properly displayed. 
                                                 
10 Adobe Photoshop, also known simply as Photoshop, is a graphics editing program developed and published by 
Adobe Systems. It is the flagship product of Adobe Systems and is the current market leader for commercial image 
manipulation. 
11 FTP stands for “File Transfer Protocol” and is a means in which data is transferred from one computer to another 
through a network. 
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The last step for each opera was to enter the date and time of the broadcast into the correct 
field.  Once an opera had all necessary information, I forced the database to display all of the 
corresponding information on the website, while hiding any other information previously listed 
for that operatic work. 
 
 
Illustration 2-1: Broadcast Listing for Lucia di Lammermoor 
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Illustration 2-2: Example of Broadcast Opera Additional Information 
 
 
 The last part of my operainfo.org contribution was a selection of audio segments, 60-second 
or less clips for operas listed on the website for the first time.  Under the reference heading 
“Synopsis” (see Ill. 2-2, above), audio clips are paired with each paragraph of the work’s 
synopsis.  Website visitors can then listen to short segments of some of the most famous pieces 
from each opera.  As this has been done for several years, many of the operas in repertoire had 
the appropriate musical clips.  Three operas were missing the necessary audio, however: Adriana 
Lecouvreur, La Sonnambula, and Thaïs.  For each of the three operas I researched their most 
famous musical segments and then selected the most interesting 40-60 seconds from those pieces 
then recorded the times from the official Met recordings.  In order to flesh out the musical 
selection, I also listened to each opera in its entirety with its libretto.  I then selected pieces that 
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were both musically interesting and important to the opera as a whole, and recorded the times of 
my ideal clips.  At a later date, Ms. Kieckhefer would utilize a computer program to create sound 
clips from my selections for the website’s use. 
 
Additional Responsibilities 
 Besides my main work for the Education and Development Departments, I also contributed 
to several other minor projects with other interns.  As a group, the six summer interns (including 
myself) planned and executed a Volunteer Appreciation Luncheon, which included planning for 
decorations, invitations, food and wine selections; we also were present at the luncheon to serve 
the volunteers the Guild wished to thank for their service.  Interns also contributed to the Opera 
Institute by setting up the space, transporting all materials to the Institute location, and returning 
them when the Institute was concluded. 
 Each Friday morning the interns and Ms. Allen met in the Guild board room to discuss 
weekly progress, problems, and future planning.  At the request of Ms. Allen I was in charge of 
the scheduling for these weekly “Breakfast Sessions,” and worked to create an agenda for each 
week’s meeting so that the time could be put to the best use possible.  During these Breakfast 
Sessions we also scheduled the topics of our weekly “Lunch Sessions,” which took place each 
Wednesday.  The Lunch Sessions covered a wide variety of topics from resume building, 
workplace communication, aria-writing workshops, to interviews with local arts professionals.  I 
was in charge of managing a Lunch Session with Managing Director David A. Dik as the guest.  
To facilitate his interview, I received topics and questions from my fellow interns and reviewed 
them for content. I then presented the list of questions I selected to Mr. Dik several days prior to 
the meeting so that he would be prepared for the lunch session.  Within the limited sixty-minute 
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time-frame I guided the group and Mr. Dik through an interview which covered his career, his 
goals, his management of the Guild, and his thoughts on the future of arts administrators and arts 
education professionals. 
 My busy tenure as an intern at the Metropolitan Opera Guild provided excellent exposure to 
an organization actively seeking to both meet its programming and development obligations and  
attempting to adjust to contemporary education, grant-writing, and technological needs.  
Working for multiple supervisors in two departments also quickly made me realize the strength 
of certain professional skills while highlighting areas where I am lacking.  The process put me in 
an unfamiliar work environment that quickly crystallized my administrative interests, abilities, 
and knowledge base.  The Summer 2008 internship also allowed me to observe a large arts-
support organization with transparency and clarity.  In such an environment I could quickly see 
the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, and effects on its members, its employees, and its 
community. 
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Chapter 3 
SWOT Analysis 
 As a strategic planning tool used to evaluate Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats, this section’s purpose is to identify internal and external factors that assist and prevent 
the Metropolitan Opera Guild from best achieving its organizational objectives.  In particular, 
this analysis can provide insight into areas needing attention, alerting staff members to the need 
for improvement. 
 
Strengths 
1. The Metropolitan Opera Guild supports an art form that is both well-respected and 
actively growing. 
One facet of its mission dictates that the Guild supports the promotion of opera as an art 
form. For over 400 years, opera has been a popular musical pursuit for performers and audiences 
alike.  American opera companies and their support organizations are in an especially strong 
position.  As of July 2007, the U.S. had 125 opera companies (60 percent of them launched since 
1970) – more than Germany or Italy.  In fact, roughly as many Americans attend live opera 
performances as attend NFL Football games12.  The most comprehensive recent study by the 
National Endowment for the Arts show that total attendance at live opera performances grew 46 
percent from 1982-2002. 
2. The Metropolitan Opera Guild supports one of the most well-known and critically 
acclaimed opera companies in the world. 
                                                 
12 Leaf, Johnathan. “America’s Opera Boom.” The American, Vol. 2 No. 5 (July – August 2007).  Washington, 
D.C.: American Enterprise Institute, 2007: 1. 
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The Metropolitan Opera Association, now celebrating its 125th season, has an annual 
attendance of over 800,000, a budget of over $200 million, and has an international radio 
network to distribute its Saturday performances.  Coverage in the national press still focuses 
primarily on the Met, “swallowing up most of the criticism and reporting allotted in media arts 
sections for opera.”13 Through its support of the Met, the Guild continues to gain credibility, 
popularity, and a general appreciation of its functions. 
3. The Metropolitan Opera Guild serves an indispensable and important purpose. 
One of the most frequent complaints from opera company directors is the difficulty in finding 
financial support.  Since the Guild supports the Met not just in spirit, but also financially, it has 
provided critical fundraising support for the Met throughout the more than 75 years since the 
organization’s inception.  Unlike its counterparts in other countries such as Germany, whose 
opera companies receive significant economic support from their governments American opera 
companies receive federal and state government subsidies totaling only 5 or 6 percent of their 
funding.14    
4. The Metropolitan Opera Guild is the publisher of the most widely-read opera 
magazine in the world. 
As publisher of OPERA NEWS, the Metropolitan Opera Guild is able to actively advance its 
mission by promoting opera as an art form and the Met at the same time.  Since OPERA NEWS 
promotes, catalogues, and reviews opera both domestically and abroad it does not have the 
stigma of being a “Met” publication.  While OPERA NEWS covers events at the Met, its 
purpose is not solely the promotion of that organization.  Instead, the magazine serves a dual 
function as a journalistic and educational publication.  Finally, as American opera continues to 
                                                 
13 Ibid, 4. 
14 Ibid, 3. 
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grow, the Guild is in a position to gain even more subscribers and members (as a magazine 
subscription is a benefit of even lower level memberships).  As more people support and attend 
opera, the interest in the publication will potentially increase as well. 
5. The Metropolitan Opera Guild has an educated and wealthy member base. 
Traditionally opera has been associated with the elite – the educated and the rich.  While 
audience demographics are changing as opera gains popularity, especially in America, the 
stereotype of an opera-lover has some truth to it.  In comparison with other arts-goers, opera 
attendees are: 
• Wealthier. 
• Older. 
• More educated. 
Additionally, opera-goers tend to reside in the suburbs and are more often women than men 
(58% to 42%).15  While it may be a point of contention for opera critics, having a base of 
customers (or supporters) who want to spend their disposable income on your product, service, 
or cause, is incredibly valuable.  In fact, the demographics of an opera’s audience are an ideal 
aspect of success for any non-profit organization whether it is a producing organization such as 
the Met, or a support organization such as the Guild. 
6. The Metropolitan Opera Guild has a strong history of quality programming. 
Not only does the Guild have strong programming that is highly valued by its constituents 
(whether they be schools or individuals), but it represents a decades-long tradition.  As far back 
as the 1930s, Mrs. Belmont introduced a series of lectures and other educational programs to 
increase people’s knowledge and love of the art form. That tradition remains active even today.  
                                                 
15 Opera in America and Around the World. New York: Opera America 2008: 1. 
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For example, in November 2008 alone the Guild is making nine lectures available which is only 
one small aspect of its active and diverse programming.  The value of its programming is both 
experienced and supported by New York private and public schools, numerous corporations and 
foundations, and government funding organizations such as the New York State Council for the 
Arts and the National Endowment for the Arts. 
7. The Metropolitan Opera Guild is aware of its limitations. 
In spring 2008 the Guild disbanded its merchandising department.  According to David Dik, 
in the 1990s the Met asked the Guild to take charge of certain merchandising responsibilities, 
including the management of the Metropolitan Opera Gift Shop.  The years that the Guild 
managed the shop and its merchandise proved to take a financial toll on the organization.  The 
merchandising department of the Guild, while not going bankrupt, frequently operated at a loss.  
Instead of continuing to operate with such financial problems or dedicating a large amount of 
resources to discover and correct the problem, the Guild allowed the Met to once again take 
charge of the shop, the merchandise, and the corresponding responsibilities.  Mr. Dik and the 
Board felt that merchandising was both a poor way of supporting the Guild’s mission and an area 
where the Guild had neither the history nor expertise to succeed. 
8. The Metropolitan Opera Guild has a highly qualified staff. 
While I cannot speak for OPERA NEWS, the Education department employees have great 
knowledge in their field.  Many employees (including each of the six summer interns) have 
academic backgrounds in music, performing arts, education, or arts administration.  Dottie Allen 
and Allison Kieckhefer both have degrees in music.  Most of the staff is passionate about music, 
opera, or other performing arts; such qualifications increase the credibility and the quality of 
programs managed by those individuals. 
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Weaknesses 
1. Communication problems. 
While many staff members are highly qualified musicians and educators, the specialized 
expertise can also be limiting in an office environment.  In such an environment where 
collaboration and team structure is vital, staff should be expected to have a certain degree of  
managerial expertise, even if it’s for merely managing their team or department.16  During the 
summer, several problems arose between interns and their supervisors, as well as between fellow 
managers.  Several of the problems could have been averted or diffused if staff members were 
better trained, especially in communication.  For interns, communication with their supervisor 
regarding tasks, responsibilities, and even problems is vital.  However, some of the management 
was either indisposed or unwilling to place a priority on such communication.  While obviously a 
full-time staff member’s work is very important, “an impatience to get on with a job or an 
intolerance to mistakes are big obstacles…”17 
2. Lack of competitive salaries. 
“At one time the salaries of staff members in a nonprofit service agency were kept at a minimum 
because it was expected that people who had chosen the field were willing to donate as much as 
possible to their work.  Today, the salaries of nonprofit staff members should be competitive 
with salaries offered by government or profit-making organizations.”18 
 
 While the highest-paid staff members enjoy competitive salary and benefits, some of the 
lower-level managers and program associates do not.  At the beginning of the summer, the Guild 
had four open staff positions in Education alone.  Two of the positions (which had been open for 
months), a School Program Associate and a Program Manager, receive only $28,000 to $35,000 
                                                 
16 Winstanley and Woodall. Management Development Strategy and Practice. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd., 
1998 : 207. 
17 Ibid, 187. 
18 Maddalena, Lucille.  A Communications Manual for Nonprofit Organizations. New York: Amacom 1981: 25. 
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in compensation.19 While Guild employees boast excellent health care and auxiliary benefits, the 
cost of living in New York City combined with the need for highly educated staff members 
prevents such wages (and thus hiring) from being competitive.  When staff grumblings about 
wages frequently reaches the ears of interns, it may signal future problems in both hiring and 
retention. 
3. Insufficient internal controls. 
Nearly all information regarding guild activities are stored on their computer networks.  
Although the Publication Department’s network and the Education/Development Department’s 
network are not connected, beyond that separation there are no internal controls.  Essentially, if 
an Education/Development Department employee is able to access the network, they have access 
to every file stored on it.  Programming materials, grant applications, employee wages, and other 
financial data is easily accessible by everyone with computer access.  This unsecured network 
fails to protect employee and client data, which is a potentially dangerous oversight. 
4. Insufficient emphasis on technology. 
Although the Guild has an operating budget of over 14 million dollars annually, and assets 
exceeding 34 million, as of this summer there was no priority placed on practical technology.  
Interns were assigned out-of-date laptop computers; staff members lacked vital computing tools 
to perform their jobs.  As fundraising sources and program participants increasingly require 
technologically savvy presentations of program activities and results, the use of effective video 
and photo editing software is increasingly necessary.  Some of the work I performed required me 
to spend hours working with low quality programming or personal computing software; neither 
option is an optimal business practice.  While many nonprofits are unable to allocate funds to 
                                                 
19 National Endowment for the Arts: Learning in the Arts for Children and Youth Grant, The Metropolitan Opera 
Guild, Inc. 2008: Supplementary Materials Form. 
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technology, the Guild is not in that position.  When this issue was brought up, Development 
Director Jesse Cohen stated that it was a concern that had been repeatedly been discussed, but 
has failed to become a priority. 
 
Opportunities 
1. Addition of a new lecture/conference room. 
This year the Guild has decided to renovate the space formerly occupied by its 
merchandising staff to create a lecture room that can comfortably hold 50-100 people with 
accompanying “classroom amenities” such as quality projectors and computer connections.  This 
will allow them to use their own space for programs such as the Opera Institute and Professional 
Training Seminars.  The current layout of the office prevents large gatherings –the board room 
itself can only comfortably fit approximately twenty people.  A new conference room space will 
provide the Guild with the opportunity to remain on-site for many more events (saving tens of 
thousands of dollars in rent annually) and to increase the size and frequency of those events. 
2. Continued development of the internship program. 
The internship program essentially provides 4-6 extra full-time staff members who contribute 
to the Education and Development Departments alone (not counting an unknown number of 
interns for OPERA NEWS).  While the additional labor is beneficial, Dottie Allen has expressed 
a desire to aggressively develop the program so that it can be more competitive with similar 
programs, such as internship programs at the Lincoln Center Theater, Lincoln Center Institute, 
and Jazz at Lincoln Center.  Upon several occasions, Ms. Allen expressed a desire to increase 
compensation and diversify responsibilities.  Ms. Allen has stated that several of the most 
qualified individuals they interviewed simply were unable to commit to working with the Guild 
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given the current rate of compensation.  As she continues to improve the program she will be 
able to have a much broader base of applicants with exceedingly diverse and necessary skill sets. 
3. Rapid development of the Guild’s website as an educational tool. 
 Allison Keickhefer, School Programs Manager, has made it a priority to change the use of 
the Guild’s website to increase its capacity as an educational resource.  While the Guild website 
has previously been a source of information, Ms. Keickhefer plans to make it an interactive 
resource that contains activities, educational publications, and teaching resources.  Instead of 
merely listing descriptions of programs, schedules, and Guild history, a dynamic website can 
increase traffic and the organization’s educational impact. 
 
Threats 
1. The current economic crisis. 
The current economic crisis on both Wall Street and Main Street pose the most dangerous 
threat to the sustainability of the Metropolitan Opera Guild.  If financial difficulties continue, 
short and long-term funding may be drastically altered.  Problems on Wall Street can cause the 
high volume of liquid assets held by the Guild in the stock market to greatly decrease in value, 
which could make it increasingly difficult for them to remain financially solvent.  Also, during 
my internship Mr. Cohen repeatedly expressed interest in targeting financial firms and their 
clients for funding possibilities.  Since opera-goers are usually wealthy and middle-aged, they 
are a demographic that would be targeted for patronage.  However, with increasing difficulties 
and uncertainty in the financial sector, the collapse of companies such as Bear Sterns, and the 
high volume of toxic sub-prime mortgage securities, it is quite possible that neither the financial 
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agencies nor their clients will be interested in beginning or increasing support for the 
Metropolitan Opera Guild. 
Aspects of the economic crisis that affect Main Street can potentially harm the Guild’s 
financial strength as well.  As citizen’s retirement investments value rapidly fluctuate and 
decrease, they may not view continued support of the Guild (or the Met itself) as a priority.  The 
devaluation of investments and personal wealth can also drastically reduce spending, which can 
hurt taxes (both sales and income tax, as unemployment rises).  As the amount of tax revenue 
declines, the potential for cutting or eliminating aspects of state and federal arts funding 
increases, especially considering the $700 billion addition to the national debt which has still yet 
to absolutely prove its effectiveness.   
2. Complacency. 
While the Guild has a history of excellence in programming, it can easily become 
complacent and fail to develop new methods and programs.  Even though there are plans for a 
new lecture room, and desire to change elements of the internship program, it does not seem to 
be a significant priority.  While the Guild has several plans in the works, it seems that they are 
not aggressively moving forward to implement them.  While I was not privy to the inner 
workings of Board meetings, when I asked staff members such as Dottie Allen what new 
programs are being worked on, she was unsure.  Lack of a complete staff (as of August they had 
been without an Education Director for nearly a year) and a focus on maintaining program 
participant numbers rather than the development of new programs can potentially harm the Guild 
as trends in education shift.   
While overworked staff members cannot help but focus solely on simply maintaining the 
programming, doing so for long periods of time can make that the status quo of operational 
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procedure.  As Program Managers constantly struggle to keep up, the development of both new 
and existing programs ceases to have any value, especially if there is no assurance of proper 
support.  Even if the Education Department becomes fully staffed, the long period of time of 
understaffing will not reassure employees that this will always be so.  If the organization does 
not commit fully to providing appropriate support to its staff, that very staff can become both 
complacent and cynical as they grow to believe that progressive programming is not important 
enough to warrant the attention of the Board. 
 
A SWOT analysis has a distinct weakness – it may persuade organizations to compile lists 
rather than think about what is truly important in achieving objectives.  Although I attempt to 
provide this analysis uncritically and without prioritization, it allows me to categorically discuss 
areas of the Guild’s operation and provide recommendations for a more effective organization.  
This analysis provides me with the opportunity to provide strategies and recommendations for 
the Guild’s continued success, which are outlined in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Best Practices 
For over 75 years, the Guild has been a major force in the opera and arts-in-education sectors 
within the New York Metropolitan Area.  With much of its current success based on its 
reputation, it must maintain programming and publication excellence while continuing to hone 
its operating practices. 
Marketing 
 Even though the Metropolitan Opera Guild is a nonprofit organization that specializes in 
Education Programming and its OPERA NEWS magazine, it needs to be aware of valuable 
marketing practices to perform most efficiently.  One key marketing principle is to “Know your 
audience.”20 While OPERA NEWS may do a good job at this, the Education Department must 
recognize that its product is its programming.  Any marketing practices performed by the Guild 
should match the organization’s need to communicate administrative fundraising and program 
information to the public.  An organization’s materials must show consistency and accuracy in 
portraying an organization’s mission, activities and public information.  Materials should be 
clear, easy to read, while employing standards of language that are consistent throughout all 
organization materials.21  
 One of the best methods of achieving an organization’s goals is through the development of a 
Marketing Plan.  An organization’s Marketing Plan must have goals set to achieve clear 
outcomes that further the mission of the organization.22  Regardless of what the organization 
seeks to market, its plan must always incorporate diverse and cost-effective mechanics for 
                                                 
20 Conley and Friedenwald-Fishman. Marketing that Matters. San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc., 2006: 
59. 
21 Best Practices for Executive Directors and Boards of Nonprofit Organizations.  Bellingham: Whatcom Council 
for Nonprofits, 2000: 28. 
22 Ibid, 27. 
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communicating its information to target audiences.  Effective marketing plans identify what is to 
be communicated, to whom, and how.23  The institution of a marketing plan that best meets 
communicative needs will greatly increase the performance of the organization which 
implements it.  From my personal observation, attention was placed on following internal 
standards when developing marketing materials rather than articulating a comprehensive plan. 
 Additionally, the Metropolitan Opera Guild could learn much from the practices of the 
Columbia Ballet Collaborative.  The Columbia Ballet Collaborative is a non-profit organization 
founded in September 2007 by students at Columbia University in order to promote awareness of 
ballet on campus.  In December 2007 the organization began to use the website Facebook as a 
marketing tool for a new generation of users.  Facebook has rapidly began to become one of the 
most prominent social networking sites, largely due to the limited amount of time and resources 
that it takes to set up.24  The Columbia Ballet Collaborative’s use of Facebook as a form of viral 
marketing can help increase audience volume, especially among a more youthful, internet-savvy 
demographic.  If the Guild would actively utilize Facebook as a marketing tool for Educational 
programs, it will help serve the organization’s mission through the development and 
maintenance of future audiences. 
 
Development 
Businesses should frequently consider their fundraising potential and practices.  Effective 
organizations should have fundraising policies that are developed to ensure ethical and sound 
practices to ensure that those practices match the organization’s values.25  Excellent fundraising 
techniques also include the development of an “Annual fund development plan [that] shows a 
                                                 
23 Ibid, 27. 
24 www.greatdance.com 
25 Principles and Practices for Nonprofit Excellence.  St. Paul: Minnesota Council of Nonprofits, 2005: 12. 
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diversified funding base and corresponds to [a] Board-approved budget.”26 Development plans 
should be developed with the Board to “ensure goals are set for diverse revenue sources.”27 
As an organization grows and seeks to add programming and make other financial 
expenditures, it must actively pursue prospect research in order to identify individuals and 
organizations who might become significant donors.   Donors also should be treated with respect 
and with the confidentiality they desire.  Providing them with the honest and accurate 
information about the organization’s activities and status is vital.28 
The internet is increasingly used to accomplish this goal.  Many organizations are 
increasingly utilizing the internet as an aspect of their developmental practices.  Providing 
donors with information about the organization’s members can be accomplished through 
building and enhancing stronger relationships with supporters using an electronic forum.  While 
it may not be appropriate for all organizations, many organizations meet their developmental 
goals through a strong internet presence. “With the steadily increasing market penetration of 
Internet, wireless, and broadband Internet access, [nonprofits] have more opportunities than ever 
to communicate, educate, cultivate, and solicit their supporters.”29  The integration of technology 
enables the organization to deliver meaningful experiences to supporters via a new and rapidly 
growing medium.  The use of websites and email by an organization’s Development Department 
can “synchronize information across various communication channels to deliver relevant and 
consistent experiences at the right time and in the right place.”30  From my work as an intern it 
                                                 
26 Best Practices for Executive Directors and Boards of Nonprofit Organizations.  Bellingham: Whatcom Council 
for Nonprofits, 2000: 27. 
27 Ibid, 25. 
28 Ibid, 26. 
29 Greenfield, Hart, and Johnston. Nonprofit Internet Strategies: best practices for marketing, communications, and 
fundraising success. Hoboken, N.J., John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 2005: 1. 
30 Ibid, 31. 
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appeared that best practices in the area of development were not necessarily implemented as their 
was no cohesive fundraising plan or development strategy.   
The New Orleans Public Library Foundation, a support organization that raises money for 
programming and capital campaigns for the New Orleans Public Library follows key 
development practices relevant to the Guild.  For instance, the Library Foundation has a specific 
plan for fund development where the focus is large, focused grants through personal solicitation 
and the development of professional relationships.  Associate Director Mary Hogan and the 
Vice-Chair of the Board of Directors, Irvin Mayfield, have actively developed relationships with 
individuals in charge of grant programs, such as the Bush Clinton Katrina Fund, in order to get 
the most bang for their development buck.  The implementation of a similarly focused 
development plan may better serve the fundraising needs of the Guild. 
 
Financial Management 
The management of an organization’s finances is just as important as the securing of them.  
Efficient organizations have financial policies in place that monitor direct and indirect costs, 
including allocation of staff time to work activities.  It is best for organizations to constantly 
monitor their programs so that funding priorities are given to the most effective programs.31  An 
annual budget should be “tied to outcomes, in alignment with available resources, includes staff 
input, and supports programs, administration, evaluation, and fundraising.”32  The Guild, with its 
many programs and numerous funding sources should also consider fund accounting, a financial 
practice utilized by many nonprofit organizations.  Fund accounting employs multiple balance 
sheets and accounts.  “The balance sheets for these funds account for the forms of investment of 
                                                 
31 Best Practices for Executive Directors and Boards of Nonprofit Organizations.  Bellingham: Whatcom Council for 
Nonprofits, 2000: 9. 
32 Ibid, 10. 
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the capital, or assets, of the funds.  They also account for the sources of that capital.  Fund 
accounting statements provide three essential pieces of information on resources: their purpose, 
their legal limits on their use attached by the donors, and the revocable decisions made by the 
board on their use.”33  This accounting method allows board members to ensure that funds are 
spent correctly and legally.  Managers also will benefit from fund accounting practices by seeing 
the total financial requirements of programs they administer. 
Since the Guild has both substantial assets and annual revenue to ensure proper financial 
management, the Guild should require that an independent auditor conducts an annual audit.  The 
auditing firm should also be changed periodically to ensure “a fresh look” at the financial 
statements.34  Organizations such as the Guild have a duty to be good stewards of the financial 
resources entrusted to them and should carefully operate in accordance to the Board’s annual 
budget.  In order to operate with due diligence, the Board should regularly receive not only fund 
accounting documents, but financial statements such as Form 990, auditor’s communications, 
and finance and audit committee reports.35 
Further systems must exist for tracking revenue and expense streams to most easily comply 
with government reporting requirements and funder’s expectations.  The careful use of such 
tracking systems includes realistic projections of revenue and expenses.36  These systems, along 
with the above practices, can ensure that the organization engages in cost effect financial 
activities.   
                                                 
33 Herzlinger and Sherman. “Advantages of Fund Accounting in ‘Nonprofits’.” Harvard Business Review, No. 
80307 (May – June 1980): 95. 
34 Silk, Thomas. “Good Governance Practices for 501(c)(3) Organizations: Should the IRS Become Further 
Involved?” The Internal Journal of Not-For-Profit Law, Vol 10, No. 1 (Dec 2007) Washington, DC, The Internal 
Center for Not-for-Profit Law (ICNL), 2007: 2. 
35 Ibid, 2. 
36Best Practices for Executive Directors and Boards of Nonprofit Organizations.  Bellingham: Whatcom Council for 
Nonprofits, 2000: 10. 
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During the summer of my internship, the Guild was actively undertaking an independent 
audit in order to meet their financial management obligations.  While it may not utilize “best 
practices” in every area of financial management, the Guild is taking the initiative to meet the 
appropriate financial obligations for a non-profit organization. 
 
Law 
The Metropolitan Opera Guild employs teaching artists and other instructors in their school 
and community programs.  As the employer of these teachers, the Guild can be liable if improper 
screening of those very same instructors occurs.  Proper risk management procedures such as 
thorough background checks, interviews, and criminal records checks are crucial steps in 
managing hiring risks.37 
Since the Guild publishes not only OPERA NEWS, but also various classroom and lecture 
materials that are published online, it must also be aware of its legal responsibility regarding 
copyrighted works.  Any organization that uses the protected work of others must take the proper 
steps to secure publication permissions.  The US Code: Title 17, Chapter 1 § 102 states: 
Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of 
authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, 
from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either 
directly or with the aid of a machine or device.  Works of authorship include the 
following categories: 
1. literary works; 
2. musical works, including any accompany words; 
3. dramatic woks, including any accompanying music; 
4. pantomimes and choreographic works; 
5. pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; 
6. motion pictures and other audiovisual works; 
7. sound recordings; and 
8. architectural works. 
                                                 
37 www.nonprofitrisk.org 
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While the Copyright code does allow Fair Use, the limited use of copyrighted material for 
educational purposes under 17 U.S.C. § 107, the Guild should carefully examine the scope of 
their usage in order to reduce their legal liability.  While OPERA NEWS carefully credits and 
maintains permissions for publishing purposes, the Education Department of the Guild seems to 
use materials in ways that may be inappropriate.  Although the use of such images and written 
materials in study guides are covered under Fair Use, when those materials are used for 
promotional purposes instead of educational purposes, Fair Use may not apply.   As a 
comparison, the New Orleans Public Library Foundation provides attribution to all images and 
text in its publications regardless of whether it falls under the Fair Use doctrine. 
In recent years, the IRS has instituted its own recommendations for organizational practices 
in order to encourage ethical and legal compliance regarding the practices and procedures of 
non-profit organizations.  In order to limit legal liability, it is recommended that an 
organization’s governing board represent member’s public interests while maintaining proper 
oversight through appropriate use of executive and advisory committees, especially in larger 
organizations such as the Guild.38 
An organization that best meets its legal responsibilities must also “adopt a written policy 
establishing standards for document integrity, retention, and destruction.  This policy should 
cover backup procedures, archiving of documents, and regular check-ups of the reliability of the 
system.”39 
 
Management 
 
                                                 
38 Silk, Thomas. “Good Governance Practices for 501(c)(3) Organizations: Should the IRS Become Further 
Involved?” The Internal Journal of Not-For-Profit Law, Vol 10, No. 1 (Dec 2007) Washington, DC, The Internal 
Center for Not-for-Profit Law (ICNL), 2007: 1. 
39 Ibid, 1. 
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 Organizations such as the Guild must be aware of the best practices for efficient 
management.  Since most of the full-time employees in the Education department manage 
several programs, contracted employees (such as teaching artists), and interns, they must 
consistently be aware of certain management principles.  The Guild has 45 board members, 
many of whom are constantly dropping by the office.  It is important for everyone to have a clear 
understanding of the chain of command.  A policy that clearly defines the proper chain of 
command is an important tool as it can instruct the staff on proper board/staff communications 
through the managing director or other appropriate executive officer.40  Also, a high volume of 
interns and volunteers require managers to be good coaches, to properly manage the staff while 
instructing them.  Management should carefully balance a “person centered” and “task-focused” 
administrative style to be most effective.41  Finally, all management should be aware of what can 
be done to improve the communication practices which will improve both the operation and 
understanding of the organization.42 
 In addition to daily management practices by program supervisors and executive officers, 
nonprofit organizations should be aware of the best practices regarding their Board of Directors.  
Good management of a nonprofit organization occurs when the Board places a high priority on 
exercising fair and equitable practices that attract and retain qualified volunteers and priorities.  
Such practices include open communications, a preference for internal hiring, and protection for 
“whistle-blowers”.43  Since the Board of Directors is the highest level of organization 
management, they should reflect the organization’s constituents while being committed to the 
                                                 
40 Barbeito, Carol. Human Resource Policies and Procedures for Nonprofit Organizations. Hoboken: John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., 2004: 5. 
41 Winstanley and Woodall. Management Development Strategy and Practice. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd., 
1998: 187. 
42 Maddalena, Lucille.  A Communications Manual for Nonprofit Organizations. New York: Amacom 1981: 4. 
43 Principles and Practices for Nonprofit Excellence.  St. Paul: Minnesota Council of Nonprofits, 2005: 5. 
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mission and dedicated to the success of the nonprofit.  Since Board members decide on the 
policies and direction of the Guild, they must actively develop an understanding of the mission, 
ongoing activities, finances, and operating environment of the organization.44  Nonprofit 
organizations such as the Guild must be well aware of the great responsibility held by the Board, 
who in turn must be aware of their responsibility for their legal and fiduciary obligations to their 
organization and its constituents.45  Finally, to attract the most qualified candidates, 
organizations must implement the best practice of offering competitive salaries. 
 The Whatcom Council for Nonprofits, which serves to strengthen Whatcom County’s 
nonprofits by sharing resources and broadening communication between nonprofits in the 
community, actively pursues exemplary management practices.  The organization makes the 
most effective and efficient use of human resources through appropriate job assignments that are 
appropriate to both the organization and the level of expertise, availability, and work style of the 
individual.  The Whatcom Council for Nonprofits consistently conducts an analysis of current 
staffing and assignments in order to identify ways to improve productivity.46 
 
 A staff-wide understanding and implementation of the above best practices can increase the 
efficiency of the Metropolitan Opera Guild as a whole.  Further, an organization that gives 
priority to such practices show that it is aware of the need for continued operational 
improvement.  If an organization such as the Guild consistently focuses on how it can improve 
its operating methodology, it shows donors, members, and employees that it refuses to be 
complacent and is always looking to improve.   
                                                 
44 Ibid, 7. 
45 Ibid, 8. 
46 Best Practices for Executive Directors and Boards of Nonprofit Organizations.  Bellingham: Whatcom Council 
for Nonprofits, 2000: 8. 
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Chapter 5 
Recommendations 
The Metropolitan Opera Guild is strong organization that, for now, has a strong economic 
position and a solid reputation.  It works hard to ensure that its programs are appropriate to its 
mission and goals.  However, while some aspects of the organization conform to the best 
practices in the nonprofit world, there is definitely room for improvement.  In this chapter, I seek 
to use my knowledge of the industry’s best practices to provide recommendations for the 
organizations in areas I directly observed or experienced.  Such recommendations could help the 
organization continue to provide excellent programs and services while increasing its overall 
efficiency.  
Although the Guild performs thorough background and reference checks for its staff and  
contracted teaching artists, it does not properly address other areas of legal liability.  The Guild 
not only uses the written work of others in its academic publications (which is sometimes, but 
not always cited), but frequently uses photographic images that are not owned by either the Guild 
or the Met.  Although Fair Use may cover most of the Guild’s educational publications 
universally ignoring copyright issues can have future consequences.  A system for properly 
acquiring and monitoring copyright permissions for the Guild should be developed and 
implemented.    The Guild also does not have appropriate internal controls to safeguard its 
electronic data.  To limit liability and establish better operating procedures, the Guild needs to 
immediately institute a series of permissions to control access on their computer networks.  
While other areas have appropriate internal controls implemented, such as in the Guild’s 
accounting procedures, its lack of permissions on its internal network should be immediately 
addressed. 
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With the current economic crisis as a major threat, the organization needs all full-time staff 
members to be more aware of the Guild’s fiduciary responsibilities.  The Development Director, 
Managing Director, and Board members must become knowledgeable about the best practices 
for identifying and pursuing new funding.  With the knowledge of those strategies, they should 
look for new areas of funding and aggressively pursue them while maintaining existing sources.  
A development plan needs to be implemented in order to funnel fundraising energies most 
efficiently while constantly evaluating existing strategies to determine their effectiveness.  While 
a development strategy may in be in place at the board level, my work for the Development 
Department provided me with no evidence that an official plan was either in place or followed.  
Rather, I was directed by the Development Director to “look into” certain organizations for 
prospect research without being instructed further.  This lack or direction led me to believe that 
no cohesive comprehensive fundraising plan exists.   
The organization should aggressively take advantage of the skills and connections of the 
Board and its staff regarding financial development.  While the Guild may already effectively 
utilize the fundraising potential of its current Board, the recent economic downturn requires an 
even greater commitment to financial development.  With that in mind, I strongly recommend 
the hiring of additional development staff.  With the exception of Development Director Mr. 
Cohen, and potential interns, no other individuals are committed to the daily pursuit of financial 
development.  This can be extremely problematic as one major mission of the Guild is to secure 
funding for the Met in addition to its own educational programs.  Additional staff who are 
educated in fundraising best practices would allow the organization to pursue and implement 
those practices while preparing for economic uncertainty.  Instituting fund accounting best 
practices also would help enable the Guild to monitor the financial performance of programs in 
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order to carefully evaluate progress toward meeting development goals.  With the exception of 
the Guild’s standard financial controls, I am unaware of its overall accounting practices.  As of 
this summer, however, the Guild did not appear to utilize any sectionalized fund accounting 
principles, which would have made the search for program financial data much less time 
consuming. 
An important aspect of marketing its programs relates to the qualifications and 
accomplishments of its staff members.  The Guild should encourage its Education staff to write 
articles and reports about its programs along with the results and impact that such programs have 
on the quality of cultural life in the community and nation.   Encouraging its employees through 
financial or other incentives to publish could increase the organization’s reputation while adding 
further evidence of the qualifications and expertise of the organization and its staff when seeking 
funding, especially through grant-writing.47 
The final areas needing improvement are related to communication and human resource 
practices.  As of August 2008 no Education Director had been hired, and it did not appear that a 
priority was placed on filling that important position.  Several key program manager positions 
also are vacant, so the extra work fell to already overburdened staff members.  Although Mr. 
Cohen was hired in February 2008 as the Development Director, since the position remained 
open for a such long period of time, he is constantly attempting to catch up on the backlog of 
vital fundraising projects.  Considering the tumultuous economic landscape, it is important that 
the organization employ the full complement of development personnel needed in this 
department.  Finally, the organization should carefully examine its compensation packages to 
ensure that they are competitive while actively seeking the best candidates for its job openings. 
                                                 
47 Maddalena, Lucille.  A Communications Manual for Nonprofit Organizations. New York: Amacom 1981: 21. 
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From the first week of employment, it was made clear to me that the organization had 
experienced problems with effective communication in the past.  This was immediately apparent 
due to the significant amount of time spent during orientation regarding conflict management 
and communication.  One area stressed during orientation concerned characteristics of typical 
personality types and how to effectively communicate with each.  In the orientation seminars, 
Ms. Allen frequently explained that the diverse backgrounds and personalities of past interns and 
managers had led to conflicts, primarily due to misunderstandings of work priority and 
professional terminology. A prime example is that different office cultures may interpret the 
meaning of “deadlines” differently.  For example, misunderstandings can occur if an employee 
thinks that a deadline means “by the end of the day” rather than “by that day.”  If an intern 
believes that a project is due by 5:00 PM, but in reality their manager needs it complete for a 
meeting at 2:00 PM, problems invariably arise.   
Throughout the summer it became apparent that priority had not been placed on correcting 
past communication problems and practices such as a failure to establish clear performance 
expectations between new employees and existing staff.  The Education Department would 
benefit from identifying and addressing its communication problems through thorough self-
assessment and the subsequent instituting of managerial training to correct deficiencies.  If the 
organization learns that staff members do not possess a universal understanding of Departmental 
expectations, it can train its employees so that such expectations and communications practices 
become shared values.  As nearly half of the Education Department staff is composed of unpaid, 
short-term interns, it is critical for the Guild to articulate communication values and expectations 
for each individual to limit potential problems in the future.   
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Supervisors need to clearly express their expectations for every aspect of an intern’s work 
and should work together to determine the most important projects that each intern is expected to 
work on.  During my internship, problems arose when I was working for two supervisors and 
caught in the middle of conflicting work priorities. At the time I was tasked with digitizing the 
Guild’s financial history (by Mr. Cohen), I was also required to complete my updates of the 
operainfo.org website (by Ms. Keickhefer).  Due to the time-consuming nature of the work, and 
the rapidly approaching deadline, I sought clarification on which project I should complete first.  
The allocation of my time was of special concern, not because of a preference for leaving in a 
timely manner, but rather due to the fact that I was not allowed to spend more than 7 hours day at 
the office due to the intern program restrictions.  When I sought to remedy this problem, both of 
my supervisors’ first response was to say that I needed to stay at the office “as long as it took.”  
This resulted in visible tension between Mr. Cohen and Ms. Keickhefer, and the situation was 
not resolved until I informed the Internship Coordinator of the problem.  We were eventually 
able to meet and appropriately address the timelines of the assignment, but it should be noted 
that the week-long orientation seminars and supervisor training seminars prior to our arrival were 
meant to prevent such conflicts from arising. 
Lastly, management should take responsibility for actively supervising its staff.  Staff should 
make a greater commitment to having its interns work with them instead of working for them.  
Providing interns with a high volume of intricate tasks while leaving them unsupervised in an 
unfamiliar environment can only lead to disaster. 
 If the Guild does not take the time to identify, understand and correct its problems, it will 
become increasingly difficult to function at the same level of quality as it has in the past.  An 
uncertain financial future, inadequate staff and interdepartmental problems can snowball if not 
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quickly and effectively addressed.  A thorough examination of interoffice policies and practices 
will prove valuable to the organization in the coming years.  I strongly recommend that the Guild 
take the time to examine itself much more closely and implement clear policies for future 
success. 
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Chapter 6 
Contributions and Effects 
During my internship with the Metropolitan Opera Guild, I contributed to several time-
consuming, highly detailed projects.  Assisting with the 2008 Learning in the Arts for Children 
and Youth NEA grant required many hours of work.  The processes of digitizing video segments 
for the Grant’s supplementary materials required over 15 hours of work in order to create a 
single three-minute segment.  Additional hours were spent combing through financial records 
from previous grants in order to obtain the data necessary to complete the current year’s 
submission because the accounting department was unable to readily provide us with the 
information we required.  My previous experience with grant writing, retrieving information 
from financial documents, and video editing programs played a key role in my ability to serve as 
an important resource to this program.  Performing new prospect research and computerizing 
years of donor activity also should prove to be valuable for the Guild’s future fundraising 
activities. 
Additionally, the study guide articles I wrote for the Met School Membership and Met Stages 
programs can be used for years to come.  Whenever a new opera is added to those programs, the 
study guides are used for several years whenever that opera is a focus of the education 
department programming and in the repertoire of the Metropolitan Opera Association.  Past 
study guides are often used as templates for future departmental materials.   
The time I committed to the Opera Info website is another valuable long term contribution.  
Not only did I complete the task assigned, I worked to correct database problems that would 
affect seasons to follow.  I actively corrected double entries, missing files, and other entry errors 
in order to prevent future website errors.  With Ms. Allison Kieckhefer in China for two weeks, 
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being able to complete the detailed and time-consuming Opera Info project (previously detailed 
in Chapter 2) was doubtlessly a valuable contribution to the organization. 
My active contributions to the other smaller projects also merit some attention.  Due to  the 
work of the interns to plan and implement nearly every aspect of the Volunteer Appreciation 
Luncheon, the event was deemed a great success.  The interns spent hours selecting all luncheon 
materials, going to the store, designing correspondence and sending it out, setting up the 
luncheon, staffing the activity, and then cleaning up from the festivities.    Six interns spending 
twenty hours or more on an auxiliary project such as this really adds up; our contributions were 
not only seen but praised for some time afterwards.  Additional attention was paid to my 
interview with David Dik at the lunchtime session, which Ms. Allen thought was so effective she 
instructed the other interns to follow my example regarding preparation and structure. 
Prior to my departure, I informed Ms. Allen and Mr. Cohen of two areas where I most 
frequently saw problems.  Mr. Cohen asked me to provide him with an idea of what he could 
accomplish with new computer technology, most importantly Adobe’s Creative Suite.  I 
provided him with examples of how a program such as the Creative Suite could make time-
consuming media related tasks much easier to accomplish.  With the Adobe Creative Suite, color 
correction, sizing adjustments and settings for commercial printing would be more efficiently 
accomplished.  I additionally provided him with design recommendations for a media computer 
for the use by the Education and Development Departments.  To Ms. Allen I provided a case-by-
case example of communication problems that I experienced while suggesting adjustments to 
existing communications practices.  I encouraged implementation of weekly supervisor 
evaluations for interns (as opposed to one every six weeks).  I also suggested implementing a 
training session for supervisors who work closely with interns solely for the purposes of 
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facilitating communication.  Finally I expressed the Guild’s need for clearer expectations of roles 
and responsibilities both individually and those shared by interns and supervisors in order to 
prevent any future problems. 
 
Short and Long Term Effects 
It is very difficult to gauge the short term effects of my work at the Metropolitan Opera Guild 
as the majority of my work will not be used for several more months.  The first study guide I 
contributed to, Doctor Atomic, was first used in early Fall of 2008.  The numerous other guides I 
wrote articles for will not be provided to program members or the public for many more weeks.  
The results of the National Endowment of the Arts Grant have not yet been announced, and so I 
am unable to evaluate the direct results of my work besides its completion.  My recommendation 
for a greater attention to preventing communication problems has not gone unnoticed, however.  
I have been informed that Ms. Allen aggressively addressed many of the communication 
problems I observed, and has adjusted future staff training programs accordingly, especially 
regarding the internship program.   
While I am unsure if the Metropolitan Opera Guild intends to implement any of my other 
suggestions, I am certain that some of my contributions will have a long term effect.  The Guild 
will continue to develop its new Communication and Development Intern position, further 
defining its purpose and responsibilities over time.  As communications problems and practices 
are examined, the Guild can only become more efficient in its daily operation.  Much of my 
work with the Opera Info website, while not readily apparent, will help decrease errors in the 
future as I provided guidelines to find such errors.  Mr. Cohen informed me prior to my 
departure that the Guild was looking into a more advanced system for controlling access to its 
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computerized information, and I hope it will become a priority.  Finally, I believe that my 
experience with the Guild will make it look closely at all of its existing practices regarding how 
it manages its interns so that communication and supervisory problems such as the ones I 
outlined in this report are prevented.   
Conclusion 
The time I spent at the Metropolitan Opera Guild taught me a great deal, mostly about 
myself.  I developed my skills in Adobe Photoshop while being a part of the grant writing 
process for a large NEA grant.  I was able to further develop some computer skills, especially my 
approach to database troubleshooting.  The most important aspect of my internship, however, 
was that I learned how important good communications skills are, while discovering the deficits 
in my own.  To prevent communication problems that I found present at the Guild, in the future I 
will actively seek out clear, concise instructions from those that I work for and not take my 
personal understanding of a task or project for granted. 
 While working at the Metropolitan Opera Guild exposed me to the organization’s 
deficiencies, it also gave me a clear picture of its accomplishments.  The organization actively 
pursues the best ways to serve its mission.  Its quality education programs affect the lives of 
thousands of children and adults, and its support of opera as an art form appears to be incredibly 
effective.  Although I have identified many areas for improvement, working closely with the 
Metropolitan Opera Guild has shown me that the Guild not only performs a valuable service, the 
results of this work is very positive.  If the organization continues to improve, continues to grow, 
and continues to serve, it will doubtlessly also continue to be a world-class organization with an 
even greater potential for excellence. 
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